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P
rotective coatings, from paints to gal-
vanization to plasma-sprayed ceramics,
are essential treatments for most mod-

ern structures. Applications range from the
gigantic (maintaining the integrity of steel
bridges) to the microscopic (passivation in
transistors). A highly promising new coating
material is graphene, a strong, transparent
single-atom-thick crystal of sp2-bonded car-
bon that can be directly grown on selected
metals or transferred postgrowth to arbitrary
substrates.1,2 Graphene is highly imperme-
able to gases3�5 and is itself robust against
oxidation,6,7 suggesting that mono- or few-
layer graphene films could be effective anti-
corrosion barriers. We present a systematic
study of graphene's performance as an anti-
corrosion and antioxidation barrier for Cu and
Si substrates. Consistentwith previous specula-
tions and observations, we find that graphene
indeed protects Cu from thermal oxidation
reasonably well at high temperatures over
relatively short time scales (minutes to hours).
On the other hand, graphene greatly promotes

galvaniccorrosionofCuatambient temperature
over long time scales (months to years) and

can in fact be a much worse long-term anti-
corrosion barrier than no coating at all.
Cu is a commonly used metal in numer-

ous applications requiring corrosion mitiga-
tion. Fortuitously, monolayer graphene can
be grown with relative ease directly on Cu
(and many other metals) by chemical vapor
deposition (CVD).2,8�10 Recent studies11�15

suggest that Cu coated by CVD-graphene is
significantly more resistant to thermal oxi-
dation and wet corrosion than bare, unpro-
tected Cu (i.e., Cu with only its native oxide
coating), at least in the short term. We here
examine the behavior of bare and graphene-
coated Cu exposed to air both at elevated
temperatures and short to moderate time
scales andat ambient temperatureovermuch
longer time scales.
Cu foils (99.8%, Alfa Aesar No. 13382) are

initiallyannealedwithH2gas to reduceallnative
oxide. Samples termed “bare” receiveno further
treatment. Graphene-coated samples are sub-
sequently coated with monolayer graphene
using CVD (see Supporting Information for
details). We employ optical micrographs as
one diagnostic for degree of oxidation; oxide
films of increasing thickness lead to optical
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ABSTRACT Anticorrosion and antioxidation surface treatments such as paint or

anodization are a foundational component in nearly all industries. Graphene, a single-

atom-thick sheet of carbon with impressive impermeability to gases, seems to hold promise as

an effective anticorrosion barrier, and recent work supports this hope. We perform a complete

study of the short- and long-term performance of graphene coatings for Cu and Si substrates.

Our work reveals that although graphene indeed offers effective short-term oxidation

protection, over long time scales it promotes more extensive wet corrosion than that seen for

an initially bare, unprotected Cu surface. This surprising result has important implications for

future scientific studies and industrial applications. In addition to informing any future work

on graphene as a protective coating, the results presented here have implications for

graphene's performance in a wide range of applications.
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interference effects and pronounced color changes.
Additionally, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDAX) is employed to determine the oxide phase
and as an approximate gauge of thickness.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows a time evolution of optical images of
the Cu foils for two selected high oxidation temperatures,
250 �C (upper six panels) and 185 �C (lower six panels).
Panels a, b, g, and h show the foils just after preparation;
the bare and monolayer-graphene-coated samples are
uniformly colored and shiny, nearly indistinguishable by
eye. We first investigate samples heated at 250 �C. After
6min, thebareCusample (panelb) is significantlyoxidized,
while the graphene-coated Cu sample (panel e) shows
little oxidation. This confirms that at very high tempera-
tures and short times (several minutes), graphene serves
as an impressive oxidation barrier for Cu, likely due to the
low permeability of graphene to gases. At longer times,
the graphene-coated Cu succumbs to thermal oxidation,
likely due to the migration of oxygen through defects in
the graphene. After 17 h at 250 �C, graphene-coated Cu

(panel f) is heavily oxidized and indistinguishable from
the bare Cu subjected to the same conditions (panel c).
It stands to reason that if graphene partially protects

Cu from thermal oxidation at 250 �C, it should also be
protective at 185 �C. This is indeed the case, as demon-
strated in Figure 1, panels g to L. After 15 min at 185 �C,
the bare Cu sample is partially oxidized (panel h), while
the monolayer-coated Cu sample is close to its pristine
state (panel k). After 17 h in air at 185 �C, both the bare
Cu (panel i) and the monolayer-graphene-coated Cu
(panel L) are heavily oxidized. The effective time scale for
effective thermal oxidation protection by graphene on
Cu is on the order of 1 h at 185 �C, about an order of
magnitude longer than similar systems at 250 �C. Hence,
graphene appears to provide significant short-term ther-
mal oxidationprotection toCu for temperatures between
185 and 250 �C. This result agrees with several recently
published studies in which graphene-covered metals
were mostly protected from oxidation when exposed to
harsh conditions (thermal oxidation, immersion in corro-
sive solutions, driven electrochemical reactions) for a
period of minutes or hours.11�15

Figure 1. Graphene's impressive but limited short-term performance as an oxidation barrier. Panels a, b, g, and h show bare
and graphene-coated Cu before treatment. Panels c and d show bare and graphene-coated Cu, respectively, after being
heated in ambient pressure, low humidity air for 6 min at 250 �C. Panels i and j show bare and graphene-coated Cu,
respectively, after being heated in air for 15min at 185 �C. Graphene grown on the Cu prevents significant oxidation at these
elevated temperatures for a short period of time. Panels e and f are bare and graphene-coated Cu, respectively, after being
heated in air for 17 h at 250 �C, and panels k and L are bare and graphene-coated Cu, respectively, after 17 h at 185 �C. On this
time scale, graphene does not protect effectively against thermal oxidation. All photos were taken with the same exposure
with the exception of photos taken after 17 h, for which a longer exposure time was used to make details more visible.
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Before extending our study to lower temperatures and
longer times, we examine the microscopic limits of
graphene's high temperature oxidation protection. CVD-
growngrapheneonCu is known tobepolycrystallinewith
innumerable grain boundaries, folds, wrinkles, andmicro-
scopic tears.16�19 It is reasonable to expect that any
corrosion or thermal oxidation of graphene-coated Cu is
initiated at defects in the graphene crystal structure.
Indeed, our microscopic examination of graphene-cov-
eredCu foils heatedat 185 �C in air for 20min (Figure S1 in
the Supporting Information) reveals that oxidation of
graphene-coatedCu initially occurs in the relatively sparse
regions of graphene grain boundaries, cracks, and point
defects.
Over longer time scales, the Cu surface is uniformly

oxidized, even in regions below an intact graphene coat-
ing. This is seen inFigure2, a scanningelectronmicroscope
(SEM) image of the surface of the fully oxidized, graphene-
coated sample used for Figure 1f. EDAX performed in the
SEM reveals a Cu:O stoichiometry of 47:53 atomic percent,
suggestinga reasonably thickCuOsurfacephase. The thick
surface oxide develops strain relative to the Cu substrate,
leading to crack formation, as observed in the middle of
the image. Raman spectroscopy (inset in Figure 2) con-
firms that graphene is still present at the surface.20

Many industrial processes requiring Cu corrosion or
oxidation protection involve less extreme operation
temperature but time scales of many months to years.
Thus, a critical test of graphene's anticorrosion perfor-
mance requires an extended-duration experiment.
Although extrapolation of the above results predicts

that graphene could protect Cu surfaces from corro-
sion at ambient temperature over long-term condi-
tions, we find exactly the opposite. In the long term at
room temperature, graphene promotes Cu corrosion.
To investigate long-term behavior, samples of bare

and CVD graphene-coated Cu are stored under ambient
conditions (∼25 �C, variable but lowhumidity) for up to 2
years and examinedoptically over time. Selecteddata are
displayed in Figure 3. Figure 3a and b show bare Cu at
time t = 0 (immediately after H2 reduction of the native
oxide) and at t > 2 years, respectively. The slight color
change reflects the well-known natural and relatively
slow room-temperature oxidation of Cu.21 Figure 3c�f
show the temporal evolution of graphene-coated Cu
from t = 0 to t = 18 months. In the first 1�2 weeks after
graphene growth the graphene-coated Cu appears shiny
and free of oxide (Figure 3d). Within a month the
graphene-coated Cu surface starts to tarnish nonuni-
formly with small patches (several hundred micrometers
in size) of oxide.Within a fewmonthsmost regions of the
graphene-covered Cu appear highly oxidized, with an
oxide tens or hundreds of nanometers thick, as seen in
Figure 3e. Variations in oxide thickness, and correspond-
ing color variations, appear to correlate with crystal
domains of the underlying Cu substrate.
Apparently, the alignment between the Cu substrate

and graphene grains influences the ability of O2 or H2O
to move along the surface and interact with the sub-
strate. Some Cu grains remain largely protected after
manymonths, as shown in the center of Figure 3e. EDAX
analysis of these unique protected regions reveals oxy-
gen content comparable to or lower than a native oxide
on foils 3�12 months after graphene growth. After 18
months (Figure 3f) virtually all of the Cu substrate is
heavily oxidized, even those areas that initially resisted
oxidation. EDAX analysis reveals that the oxide phase is
predominantly Cu2O (with a Cu:O ratio of 67:33 atomic
percent). Thus, at room temperature and on time scales
of 1 month to 2 years, graphene is a worse choice for an
anticorrosion barrier on Cu than no coating at all.
We propose mechanisms for both the short- and

long-term behavior of CVD graphene anticorrosion
and antioxidation coatings grown on Cu. Graphite
(many-layer graphene) is cathodic to Cu and will drive
galvanic corrosion of Cu.14,22 However, this process is
slowed considerably due to the impermeability of pris-
tine graphene to gases and due to the close graphene�
Cubonding23 that suppresses thediffusionofO2 andH2O
between the graphene and Cu surface. Over several
months at room temperature O2 and H2O bleed through
graphenedefects anddiffusebetween the graphene and
Cu, corroding the entire Cu surface. Furthermore, where-
as a uniform native oxide on bare Cu would eventually
block the half-reactions needed for wet corrosion,24 a
graphene coating maintains electrical contact across the
surface of the Cu and to sparse protected regions of Cu,
maintaining charge transfer to the bulk of the Cu and

Figure 2. Complete surface oxidation (at 250 �C) of Cu foil
covered with monolayer CVD graphene. Monolayer graphene
fails as an oxidation barrier at temperatures below the onset of
graphene oxidation (∼300 �C). After 17 h in atmosphere at
250 �C, the surface of graphene-coveredCu foil turns a uniform
matte black. EDAX reveals that the entire Cu surface is con-
verted to CuO after treatment at 250 �C. In this SEM image, the
CuO morphology is shown to be small flower-like balls. The
thick surface oxide develops strain relative to the Cu substrate,
leading to crack formation (seen in the middle of the image).
Raman spectroscopy (514 nm excitation, shown in inset) con-
firms that monolayer graphene is still present at the surface,
though the signal is likely diminished by the greatly increased
surface roughness.
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allowing the full electrochemical reaction to continue
unimpeded. Additionally, mechanical stress may build in
the thick and nonuniform oxide layer on graphene-
covered Cu, leading to cracking of the oxide layer, which
opens up new avenues for corrosion. The proposed long-
term oxidation of bare and graphene-covered Cu foils is
shown in a schematic in Figure 4.
We also investigate graphene's performance as an

antioxidation coating for another industrially important
material, Si. Bare Si forms a native oxide at room tempera-
ture on the time scale of minutes to days,25 and the
graphene�Si interface is itself an interesting system, as
graphene is a promising transparent conducting hetero-
junction material for various devices including Si solar
cells.26�28 In contrast to Cu, Si does not easily catalyze
graphenegrowth. Therefore in theseexperimentswe trans-
fer grapheneonto the Si using a poly(methylmethacrylate)
(PMMA) scaffold and perform a post-transfer reduction
step (annealing in H2 as described in the Methods) to

create the initial graphene�Si interface. Tomonitor the
ambient temperature surface oxidation of Si, X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performedonbare
(HF-etched and unprotected) and graphene-covered Si.
As seen in Figure 5, both the bare and graphene-covered
samples exhibit similar oxygen and Si4þ peaks after one
week in atmospheric conditions, indicating that the gra-
phene fails to prevent long-term Si oxidation. This failure
could present potential stability problems for graphene�
Si solar cells. Indeed, additional oxidation experiments on
graphene Schottky solar cells with n-type Si (see Support-
ing Information) provide consistent evidence of the
short-term failure of graphene oxidation barriers. The
performance of monolayer graphene n-type Si cells is
observed to decrease for weeks after preparation,
suggestive of the formation of a resistive SiO2 layer
since other possible effects (the initial H2 treatment29 and
atmospheric doping,30 which tend to p-dope graphene on
SiO2) should improve device performance over time.

Figure 3. “Aging” of graphene-covered Cu in ambient conditions. Opticalmicrographs of “aged” bare and graphene-covered
Cu foils, capturedwith the same lighting conditions and at the samemagnification (scale bar in part a applies to all photos). (a)
Bare Cu immediately after a H2 anneal to remove all oxide from the surface. (b) Bare Cuwith a native oxide accumulated overmany
years inambient conditions. (c) Graphene-coatedCu immediately aftergrowth. The surface is reducedbyaH2 anneal prior togrowth
to remove native oxide. (d) Graphene-covered Cu shown 1 week after graphene growth. The surface appears well protected from
oxidation or corrosion and remains a pale orange color. (e) Graphene-covered Cu shown 5months after graphene growth. Most Cu
grains have been heavily corroded, but certain Cu grains (like the oval in the center) appear to resist oxidation longer than others,
perhaps due to a strongergraphene�Cu interactionbasedon the local Cu faceting. (f) Graphene-coveredCu shown18months after
graphene growth. The entire Cu surface now appears corroded (including previously protected regions), though the thickness and
microstructure (see Supporting Information Figure S3b) of the oxide varies significantly among Cu grains.
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CONCLUSION
We show that CVD-grown graphene is effective at

limiting Cu and Si oxidation and corrosion only over short
time scales, likely due to the impermeability of graphene
to gases and slowed diffusion of O2 and H2O between
graphene and the substrate. Over long time scales O2 and
H2O infiltrate defects in the graphene and oxidize or
corrode the surfaceof theunderlying substrate.Graphene-
catalyzedcorrosionproceedsnonuniformly,buildingstress,

which leads to cracks in the resulting oxide and further
corrosion. Conducting graphene coatings can further
promote corrosion by facilitating electrochemical reac-
tions both across the surface and through the bulk of the
substrate, whereas typical native oxides passivate the
surface and terminate the electron transfer needed for
continued corrosion. Graphene protective layers in-
tended for anything but short-term (minutes to hours)
industrial processes must avoid these potential pitfalls.

METHODS
Graphene is grown via CVD on Cu foil at ∼1000�1020 �C

using methane as a precursor gas.2 Transfer of graphene layers
(when performed) is accomplished using PMMA cured at 165 �C

to mechanically stabilize the graphene while etching the Cu
growth substrate with aqueous FeCl3. For the experiment
on oxidation and reduction of Cu with monolayer and bilayer
graphene coatings (Figure S2), anneals are conducted in a tube
furnace at 225 �C for 60 min and 450 �C for 90 min under O2

and H2 flow, respectively. A FEI Sirion XL30 scanning electron
microscope is used for imaging, lithography, and EDAX (2 kV,
50 kX).
For the Si oxidation experiment, graphene�Si junctions are

fabricated on commercially available phosphorus-doped
(n-type) Si waferswith 300 nmof SiO2 grownby themanufacturer.
A window is etched in the SiO2 to access bare Si via buffered
hydrofluoric acid (BHF) immediately before graphene transfer, and
a reduction anneal is conducted immediately before the initial
measurement formonolayer devices (and immediately before the
second graphene deposition transfer for bilayer devices discussed
in the Supporting Information). XPS data are collected using Cu KR
radiation in a home-built system.
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Figure 4. Schematic of native Cu oxide formation as com-
pared with graphene-assisted Cu corrosion. (a) Bare Cu forms
a passivating native oxide, which limits further corrosion by
blocking the half-reactions needed to continue oxidation. (b) A
graphene coating on Cu slows diffusion of O2/H2O but assists
long-term Cu corrosion in a number of ways: maintaining a
conductive pathway across the Cu surface and to selected
regions of the Cu, where it maintains intimate contact; causing
nonuniform oxidation, beginning in locations of graphene
defects, which leads to stress and cracking of the oxide; and
providing an electrochemical driving force (graphitic materials
are cathodic to many corrosion-prone metals).

Figure 5. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy data for bare and graphene-covered Si. These XPS data correspond to
monolayer-graphene-covered and bare n-cSi wafers. Both the bare and graphene-covered wafers are initially etched with
BHF to remove any initial silicon oxide. After oneweek of atmospheric exposure, the Si4þ and oxygen peaks for both bare and
graphene-covered Si have a similar magnitude, indicating that the graphene fails to protect the Si surface from oxidation.
Additional information on this data is found in Table S1 in the Supporting Information.
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